Established in 1955, the School of International
Studies is the oldest School of the University. The School
has established itself as one of the premier institutions in the
country for the study of international relations and area
studies. The School has made pioneering contributions in
promoting the study of international relations as an academic
discipline in India and in advancing knowledge and
understanding of international affairs in an interdisciplinary
perspective. The School is also the first institution in the
country to promote “Area Studies” and to develop expertise
on various countries and regions of the world. It has also
acquired an international reputation as a centre of advanced
learning.
To begin with, the School was affiliated to the
University of Delhi as the Indian School of International
Studies. From September 1961 till the School merged with
Jawaharlal Nehru University in June 1970, it functioned as a
deemed university. Following the merger, the prefix “Indian”
was dropped from the name of the School and it became the
School of International Studies of the Jawaharlal Nehru
University.
For a long time, the academic programmes of the
School focused exclusively on research only awarding Ph.D.
degree. Soon after the School became a part of the
Jawarharlal Nehru University, the M.Phil. curriculum was
introduced in 1971-72. In the following academic year 197374, the School started offering a 2 year M.A. (Politics:
International Studies) programme. A new and unique M.A.
programme in Economics (with specialization in World
Economy) was introduced in 1995-96 by the Economics
Division of the Centre for International Trade and
Development.
Presently, there are more than 100 faculty members
in the School. It also has Emeritus Professors and
distinguished scholars. Several Chairs have been instituted
in the School In the recent years. These are Appadorai
Chair, Nelson Mandela Chair, State Bank of India Chair and
Chairs in Environmental Law and Space Law. Members of
the faculty of the School have contributed to the
advancement and dissemination of knowledge in
International Studies not only through their teaching and
research supervision but also by publishing books and
articles in journals of highest international repute.
The School holds national and international seminars
from time to time on important aspects of area studies, intercountry relations and on themes relating to the study of
international relations as an academic discipline.
The School also holds a series of Hriday Nath Kunzru
Memorial (Extension) Lectures every year on a theme
relating to contemporary international relations. Under an
endowment funded by Asia Publishing House, Bombay, it
also holds lectures in memory of the great poet and patriot,
Sarojini Naidu and invites a distinguished scholar or
statesman to deliver the memorial lecture.

The School publishes a quarterly journal "International
Studies". Founded in July 1959, this journal has acquired
world-wide reputation as a leading Indian academic journal in
the field.
(A) PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
(i)
M.Phil./Ph.D. : Selected candidates shall be admitted,
in the first instance, to a two-semester programme of
course work. Successful completion of the prescribed
courses and a dissertation in the next two semesters
will lead to the award of degree of Master of
Philosophy. The students meeting the prescribed
criteria shall be eligible for registration for the Ph.D.
Programme. They may submit their doctoral theses,
four semesters after their registration for the Ph.D.
degree. The Centres of the School may, at their
discretion, provisionally admit a candidate to the Ph.D.
Programme and prescribe courses for him. Such a
candidate will not qualify for the M.Phil. degree. On
satisfactory completion of the prescribed courses and
examinations, he may be registered for the Ph.D.
Programme.
On the basis of academic performance of the students
and recommendations of the Centres, students who
complete a preliminary draft of their doctoral theses
may be deputed for field research abroad to their
respective regions of specialisation. Course work and
research facilities for the M.Phil./ Ph.D. Programmes
are available in the following fields of the twelve
Centres of Studies of the School:
Centres of Studies & Fields of Study
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Centre for Canadian, US and Latin American
Studies
1. Canadian Studies
2. United States Studies
3. Latin American Studies
Centre for European Studies
European Studies
Centre for International Legal Studies
International Legal Studies
Centre for International Trade and Development
International Trade & Development
Centre for East Asian Studies
1. Japanese Studies
2. Chinese Studies
3. Korean Studies
Centre for International Politics, Organization and
Disarmament
1. International Politics
2. International Organization
3. Diplomacy and Disarmament
4. Political Geography
Centre for Russian & Central Asian Studies
Russian & Central Asian Studies
Centre for South Asian Studies
South Asian Studies
Centre for Indo-Pacific Studies
Indo-Pacific Studies (Southeast Asia/ South west
Pacific)
Centre for Inner Asian Studies
Inner Asian Studies
Centre for African Studies
African Studies
Centre for West Asian Studies
West Asian Studies
Centre for Comparative Politics and Political
Theory
Centre for Comparative Politics and Political Theory
offers five MA level courses in Political Theory/
Thought, Comparative Politics and Indian Politics.
4 courses from part of a set of core courses for MA
students of SIS and 1 is an optional course. The
Centre offers both M.Phil./Ph.D. and Ph.D. admission
to students wishing to work broadly in the above
fields.

Note:

14.

15.

In addition to above Admission to Ph.D.
Programme is also offered in all the Centres of the
School.
The following offer only Admission to Ph.D.
Programme:
Human Rights Studies Programme
The Human Rights Studies Programme offers only
admission to Ph.D. programme.
Energy Studies Programme
The Energy Studies Programme offers only admission
to Ph.D. programme.

(ii)

M.A. in Politics (with specialization in International
Studies)
The two-year Master’s Degree Programme in Politics
(with specialization in International Studies) is a
School level programme in which all the Centres of
Study of the School participate. The Programme
combines studies in International Affairs, Area
Politics, Political Theory, Comparative Politics and
Economic Development which enable the graduates
to receive all-around exposure in various fields of
study.

(iii)

M.A. in Economics (with specialization in World
Economy)
The Centre for International Trade and Development
launched a Master’s Programme (M.A.) in Economics
in 1995-96. The M.A. programme was designed with
a clear emphasis on emerging global issues like
trade, technology, environment, natural resources,
currency and finance that makes it unique, and
distinct from conventional M.A. programmes in
economics offered elsewhere in India.

iv)

The
programme
provides
sound
theoretical
background in the Principles of Economics and
equips students with analytical tools and techniques
for understanding the evolution of the world economy.
Apart from preparing students for advanced research
work, the programme also aims at training students
as professional economists for the government, nongovernment and the corporate sectors.
M.A. in International Relations and Area Studies
The two-year Master’s Degree Programme in
International Relations and Area Studies is a School
level programme in which all the Centres of Study of
the School participate. This programme focuses on
Area Studies, an approach to social science in which
the School, with nine area studies Centres that cover
the entire globe, has distinct strengths. This
programme is separate and distinct from an M.A. in
Political Science. Candidates are advised that
pursuing this Programme of Study may, in some
circumstances, render them ineligible for employment
as teaching faculty in Political Science departments.

(B)

CENTRES OF THE SCHOOL

(i)

Centre for Canadian, US and Latin American
Studies
The Centre for Canadian, US & Latin American
Studies comprises the following three streams:
1. Canadian Studies
2. United States Studies
3. Latin American Studies
The Centre offers inter-disciplinary courses at the
M.A. (School level), and M.PhiI./Ph.D. level on
Canada, the United States, and Latin America and
Caribbean. The Centre’s thrust areas include
domestic political dynamics, foreign policies, security
policies, regional integration processes and issues
related to multiculturalism, ethnicity, gender,
environment, politics of development and the
sociological study of immigrants. Subjects relevant to
the Indian context and North-South issues with a
thematic focus are addressed in the study and

(ii)

research activities of the Centre.
Centre for European Studies
The Centre for European Studies is a multi-disciplinary
department which aims to promote teaching, research
and outreach activities to improve the understanding
of Europe and Indo-European affairs. The Centre
came into existence in 2005 as a result of larger
restructuring of academic programmes in the School
of International Studies. The areas of teaching and
research in the Centre include Europe, The European
Union, countries of Central and Eastern Europe and
the Nordics. It offers courses at M.Phil. level on
Europe and the European Union (EU) viz., European
Economic Integration, European Security, EU in World
Politics, Social Structures and Dynamics in Europe,
Politics and Society in Central and Eastern Europe
and Identity Issues in Europe, Contemporary Issues in
of the Nordic Region, Europe and Mediterranean
Region; and Foreign and Security Policy of the Baltic
States. Besides, compulsory courses in Research
Methodology
and
German
Language/French
Language.

(iii)

Regular seminars, conferences and lectures are
organized by the Centre with the aim of bringing
together wide range of expertise and to exchange
views on the subjects of contemporary importance.
The UGC has recognized the Centre as one of the
advanced centres of European Studies in India by
granting it an Area Studies Programme.
Centre for International Legal Studies
The Centre for International Legal Studies consists of
specialists in International Law, Trade Law, Law of
International
Organisation,
International
Environmental Law, Human Rights Law, Intellectual
Property Law and International Air and Space Law.
The Centre offers M.Phil./Ph.D. programmes. It also
offers three core courses (International Law of Peace,
Legal Controls of International Conflicts and
International Law and Organisation) to M.A. Students
of the School.

(iv)

Centre for International Trade and Development

(v)

The Centre attempts to provide a strong foundation for
theoretical and empirical economic analysis. The
Centre concentrates on thrust areas such as
International Economics, Economic Development,
Finance,
Environmental
Economics,
Industrial
Organisation and Econometrics. The Centre offers an
M.A. in Economics (with specialization in World
Economy) and M.PhiI./Ph.D. in Economics with the
following areas of research specialization - trade,
development,
finance,
banking,
environment,
regulation etc.
Centre for East Asian Studies
The Centre for East Asian Studies, originally
established as a Centre for Chinese and Japanese
Studies, subsequently grew to include Korean Studies
as well. The Centre imparts courses on historical,
political, socio-cultural, economic and foreign policy
dimensions of China, Japan and the Koreas at the
M.Phil level, while Ph.D. researcher specialises in an
area of his/her interest related to the East Asian
region. The faculty of the Centre also offer courses at
the MA level of the School. The Successive
Generations of the faculty members of the Centre
supervised more than 95 PhD theses (about 53 in
Chinese Studies, 39 in Japanese Studies and 03 in
Korean Studies), above 315 M.Phil dissertations
(including more than 100 in Chinese 111 in Japanese
and 44 in Korean Studies). The Centre currently has
ten faculty members (Five in Chinese Studies, Three
in Japanese Studies and Two in Korean Studies) and
110 students registered at M.Phil/Ph.D. levels. The

Centre organises regular seminars, workshops and
meetings, conducts presentations by researchers and
invites scholars from abroad to enhance professional
understanding of the region. The faculty members of
the Centre have published extensively and several of
them also serve as consultants, advisors, or honorary
fellows at prestigious institutions in India and abroad.
Several students of the Centre have been recipients
of prestigious research fellowships awarded by Japan
Foundation, Mombusho (Ministry of Education,
Government of Japan), Saburo Okita Memorial
Fellowship, Nippon Foundation, Korea Foundation,
Nehru Memorial Fellowship, and Fellowship from the
Chinese and Taiwanese Government. Besides,
students from Japan receive fellowship from the
Indian Council of Cultural Relations. As the profile of
the East Asian states and economies are rising, the
Centre is in the process of re-inventing itself to gear
for the new trends in the region in teaching, research
and academic collaboration.
(vi)

(vii)

Centre for International Politics, Organization and
Disarmament
The Centre runs four MPhil/PhD programmes in
(i) International Politics (ii) International Organization
(iii) Diplomacy and Disarmament (iv) Political
Geography.
The focus of the Centre’s research activities has
evolved over the years, in line with emerging
concerns in the arena of world politics. Those wishing
to apply to any of our programmes should note the
specific areas of concern for each programme. The
International Politics division works on theoretical
approaches to the study of global politics, in particular
major schools of thought such as Realism, Liberalism,
Constructivism, Feminism, Marxism/Post-Marxism,
Normative Theory, and Post-Colonialism. The
International Organization division focuses on the
structures, processes, politics and problems of
organising co-operation to address major issues of
vital global and regional importance. The Diplomacy
and Disarmament division works on issues such as
the history, theory and practice of diplomacy,
negotiations, war and peace, revolution in military
affairs, nuclear deterrence and disarmament,
environmental security, critical security studies, and
terrorism and other non-traditional threats to security.
The Political Geography division focuses on the study
of theoretical and applied aspects of political
geography, geopolitics and critical geopolitics. The
division also runs a Cartographic Lab equipped with
GIS software. Further information may be obtained at
http:// www.jnu.ac.in/main,asp?sendval= cipod

into three Centres viz (i) Centre for South Asian
Studies, (ii) Centre for Indo-Pacific Studies and
(iii) Centre for Inner Asian Studies
(viii) Centre for South Asian Studies
The Centre for South Asian Studies covers studies
and research on a range of aspects of 8 countries. All
the academic activities including teaching and
interdisciplinary research have been designed to
objectively study and analyse history, politics, foreign
policy, security, societies, economies, environment,
regional cooperation/integration and contemporary
affairs in different regions/countries covered by the
Centre. The Centre has focused on academic pursuits
that have strong intellectual value, deeper social
relevance and wider national and international utilities
and policy dynamics. Its programme of studies has
attracted bright students having diverse background
from various parts of India and also from other
countries. It has evolved into a full fledged institute of
academic excellence, much admired by students,
frequently consulted by the national governments and
eagerly sought after by international organizations and
other academic institutions.

(ix)

The Centre for Indo-Pacific Studies (CIPS) is a new
Centre created in 2013 keeping in view the profound
shifts that are taking place around India and India's
rapidly rising stakes in the Indian Ocean and East
Asia. Equally, it is also a reflection of today’s
geopolitical realities. The Indo-Pacific as a region is
emerging as the new template of reference since the
confluence, interdependence and interface of the
Indian and Pacific Oceans are getting strengthened
not merely economically but geostrategically as well.
The Indo-Pacific, comprising a vast spatial continuum
spread from the Indian Ocean all the way up to West
Pacific, including the crucial regions such as
Southeast Asia and South Pacific, also brings forth
India’s centrality and its relationship with regions in
the Indo-Pacific quite distinctly. The primary areas the
Centre’s focus are Southeast Asia, the South Pacific
and the Indian Ocean. First of its kind anywhere in the
world, CIPS’s intent is to break new ground by
focusing its research and teaching on new frontiers of
knowledge and bring out newer dimensions of a
rapidly changing world. The programme is supported
by competent and dedicated team of faculty
committed to high quality teaching and research.
Plans are afoot to expand and develop it into a
leading Centre of academic excellence.

Centre for Russian & Central Asian Studies
The Centre runs M.Phil./Ph.D. Programmes in Russian,
Central Asian and CIS Studies. It conducts research in
these areas. The Centre works in close co-operation with
policy makers and larger academic community. Regular
seminars and conferences are also organised by the
Centre in order to bring together a wide range of
expertise and to exchange views on subjects studied by
the faculty and the research scholars. In recognition of its
high quality academic and research programme,
University Grants

Commission has accorded the Centre the status of an
Advanced Centre of Russian and Central Asian Area
Studies in India. Other areas of research and teaching
in the Centre are Transcaucasia and Baltic Republics,
Ukraine, Belarus and Moldova, History, Politics,
Economy and Society of these areas are studied in an
inter-disciplinary manner.
The Centre for South, Central, South-East &
South-West Pacific Studies has been trifurcated

The profile of the students who have completed their
studies from the Centre does show that a large
number of them have joined premier academic and
research institutions and equally handsome numbers
are in the national and state civil services. Many of the
students have done exceedingly well in media and
non-governmental organizations, other tertiary sector
activities and national and regional politics. The
importance of the Centre has become more critical
and vital both in the context of large scale
transformation in the global scenario and also within
the countries that have been traditionally covered and
studied by the Centre. There are immense
opportunities for academic inquiry triggered by these
new developments.
Centre for Indo-Pacific Studies

(x)

Centre for Inner Asian Studies
The Centre for Inner Asian Studies, School of
International Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University
will engage in teaching and research on the whole of
Central Asia, that is the five Central Asian Republics
of Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan
and Kazakhstan; Xinjiang, Tibet and Inner Mongolia

(xi)

regions of China; Mongolia and Afghanistan. Over the
years, this Programme has evolved as the advanced
Centre of Central Asian Studies in India and is known
for its excellent research work and publications both
at the national as well as international levels. All the
academic activities including teaching and research
have been designed to study and analyze history,
politics, society, economy, geopolitics of energy and
transport networks, besides the contemporary
developments in Central Asia, Chinese Central Asia,
Afghanistan and Mongolia, and relate them to Indian
experience and policy.
Centre for African Studies
Centre for African Studies covers the entire African
continent including Sub-Saharan, North African region
and African Island countries. It has a UGC Area
Studies Programme on African Studies established in
2005. The Centre focuses on research activities
related to Southern Africa, Francophone Countries,
North African Region and Diaspora Studies and also
has a UGC sponsored special programme on
Diaspora and International Migration Programme
(DIMP). It has special focus on Indian diaspora in the
region and Indo-African Relations.

(xii)

The faculty members of the Centre offer M.A. as well
as M.Phil/Ph.D. courses on African studies and
Diaspora in international relations. Taught courses
include foreign policy as well as political, economic
and social systems pertaining to the region.
Centre for West Asian Studies
The Centre for West Asian Studies focuses on all
countries of West Asia and North Africa. It has a UGC
sponsored Gulf Studies Programme established in
1978 as part of the Area Studies Programme of the
UGC. The Gulf Studies Programme focuses on the
countries on Gulf Cooperation Council, Iran, Iraq and
Yemen. The Centre also focuses on Indian diaspora
in the region.

The faculty members of the Centre offer M.A. as well
as M.Phil/Ph.D courses. Taught courses include
areas of foreign policy and political, economic and
social systems pertaining to the region.
(xiii) Centre for Comparative Politics and Political
Theory
The Centre for Comparative Politics and Political
Theory at School of International Studies conducts 5
courses in Political Studies for the MA (PIS)
programme of the School.
These are 4 core courses: Political Thought I and II,
Comparative Politics and Indian Political System; and
1 Optional Course: Critical Thought in the Global
South.
The Centre offers an M.Phil/Ph.D programme in
Comparative Politics and Political Theory, and also
offers a Ph.D programme.
The M.Phil in Comparative Politics and Political
Theory would encourage research scholars to
interrogate mainstream disciplinary practices and
contribute towards making the corpus of political
thought and practice truly global. The programme will
aim at engaging with the world of political concepts
and practices in comparative perspectives.
The M.Phil Programme consists of course work to be
completed in the first year and a dissertation in the
second year.
Students seeking admission to the M.Phil/Ph.D
programme are required to qualify an entrance

examination. Those selected for the viva voce are
expected to bring a synopsis of their proposed
research.
(xiv) Human Rights Studies Programme
The admission to Ph.D. programme in Human Rights
is intended to offer a unique oppprtunity to extensively
research important themes/issues of human rights
and duties in contemporary global politics from an
interdisciplinary perspective.
(xv)

Energy Studies Programme
The admission to Ph.D. programme of Energy Studies
aims at to offer opportunity to undertake research on
Contemporary Themes and Issues in an interdisciplinary perspective.

Master of Arts
Sl. No. Name of Centre
1
2
3

School of International
Studies

Sub. Code & Sub. Code
Number
Politics (with specialization in
International Studies) – PISM (201)
International Relations and Area
Studies – IRAM (234)
Economics (with specialization in
World Economy) – EILM (202)

Eligibility

Bachelor’s degree in any discipline under 10+2+3 pattern of education with at least 50% marks.
Bachelor’s degree (with 50% marks in aggregate) in the following subjects: Economics (Honours) with Mathematics as subsidiary subject; or Mathematics (Honours) with Economics as a subsidiary
subject; or Statistics (Honours) with Economics and Mathematics as subsidiary subjects.
(ii)
Any other Bachelor’s degree (with 60% marks in aggregate) with Economics and Mathematics as subjects.
For in absentia application: Bachelor’s degree with Economics, Mathematics and Statistics as subject; and GRE scores.
(i)

M.Phil/Ph.D.
Sl. No. Name of Centre

Sub. Code & Sub. Code
Number

1

Canadian Studies – CANP (101)

Eligibility

Additional information

Master’s degree with at least 55% marks in Political Science, History, Economics, Sociology, Defence/Strategic Studies, International Relations and other
allied subjects in Social Sciences and Humanities or Master’s degree in Natural Sciences with at least 55% marks.
2

Centre for Canadian, US and Latin
American Studies (CCUS&LAS)

Latin American Studies – LAMP (103)
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.
United States Studies – USSP (102)

3

Master’s degree in Political Science, History, Economics, Sociology, Defence/Strategic Studies, International Relations with at least 55% marks.
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

4

Centre for European Studies (CES)

European Studies – EUPP (104)

5

Centre for International Legal Studies
(CILS)

Int. Legal Studies – ILGP (105)

Master’s degree with at least 55% marks in Political Science, History, Economics, International Relations and Area Studies or Master’s degree in
Humanities, other Social Sciences with at least 55% marks or Master’s degree in Natural Sciences with at least 55% marks.
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.
M.A. with International Law as one of the subjects with at least 55% marks in the aggregate or an LL.M. degree with at least 55% marks in the aggregate.
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

6

Centre for International Trade &
Development (CITD)

Int. Trade & Development – ITDP (106)

Master’s degree in Economics with at least 55% marks and familiarity with Mathematics and Statistics upto Bachelor’s level.
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

7

Chinese Studies – CHIP (107)

8

Japanese Studies– JPIP (108)
Centre for East Asian Studies (CEAS)

9

Korean Studies – KOIP (109)

10

International Politics – INPP (110)

11

International Organisation – ORGP (111)

12

Centre for International Politics,
Organisation and Disarmament (CIPOD)

Diplomacy and Disarmament – DADP
(112)

Master’s degree in Political Science, History, Economics, International Relations and Area studies with at least 55% marks or Master’s degree in
Humanities and other Social Science with 55% marks or Master degree in Natural Science with 55% marks.
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

P.G. holders of AYUSH
related subjects are
also eligible to apply.
Master’s degree in Political Science, History, Economics, Geography, Sociology, Defence/Strategic Studies, International Relations and Area studies with
55% marks or Master’s degree in Humanities and other Social Science with at least 55% marks or Master degree in Natural Science with at least 55%
marks.
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

Political Geography – POGP (113)

13
14

Centre for Russian and Central Asian
Studies (CR&CAS)

Russian & Central Asian Studies – RCAP
(114)

Master’s Degree in Social Sciences, International Relations and Area Studies with at least 55% marks or Master’s Degree in Humanities and Commerce
with at least 55% marks or Master’s Degree in Natural Science with at least 55% marks.

15

Centre for South Asian Studies (CSAS)

South Asian Studies – SASP (115)

16

Centre for Indo-Pacific Studies (CIPS)

Indo-Pacific Studies – IPSP (116)

Master’s degree in Political Science, History, Economics, Geography, Sociology, Defence Studies International Relations and Area Studies with at least
55% marks or Master’s degree in Humanities and other Social Sciences with at least 55% marks or Master’s degree in Natural Sciences with at least 55%
marks.

17

Centre for Inner Asian Studies (CIAS)

Inner Asian Studies – IASP (117)

Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

18

Centre for African Studies (CAS)

African Studies – AFSP (118)

Master’s degree in Political Science, History, Economics, International Relations and Area Studies with at least 55% marks or Master’s degree in
Humanities and other Social Sciences with at least 55% marks or Master’s degree in Natural Sciences with at least 55% marks.

Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.
19

Centre for West Asian Studies (CWAS)

West Asian Studies – WASP (119)

Master’s degree in Political Science, History, International Relations and Area Studies with at least 55% marks or Master’s degree in Humanities and other
Social Sciences with at least 55% marks or Master’s degree in Natural Sciences with at least 55% marks.
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

20

Centre for Comparative Politics and
Political Theory (CCPPT)

Comparative Politics and Political Theory –
CPTP (120)

Master’s degree in Social Sciences or Humanities with at least 55% marks
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

Ph.D.
Sl. No. Name of Centre
1

Sub. Code & Sub. Code
Number
Human Rights Studies
Programme – HRSH (846)

Eligibility

Additional information
(a) Obtained 2 years M.Phil or equivalent degree with at least 55% marks of a recognized University/Institution in the field of human rights or
allied areas (with dissertation/seminar/viva) or one year M.Phil degree with 55% marks in the filed of human rights or allied areas with
additional one year research experience of a recognized University/Institution and one publication in the field of human rights or allied areas
and 55% marks or equivalent in Master’s Degree/BE/B.Tech.
OR

2

School of International
Studies (SIS)

(b) Master’s Degree/BE/B.Tech in the field of human rights with 55% marks or equivalent Grade ‘B’ in UGC 7-point scale (or an equivalent
Grade in a point scale wherever Grading system is followed).
(a) Obtained 2 years M.Phil or equivalent degree with at least 55% marks of a recognized University/Institution in the field of energy studies or
allied areas (with dissertation/seminar/viva) or one year M.Phil degree with 55% marks in the filed of energy studies or allied areas with
additional one year research experience of a recognized University/Institution and one publication and 55% marks or equivalent in Master’s
Degree/BE/B.Tech.

Energy Studies Programme –
ESPH (847)

OR
(b) Master’s Degree/BE/B.Tech in the field of Energy Studies, Political Science, International Relations, Economics, Defence/Strategic Studies
or Area Studies with 55% marks or equivalent Grade ‘B’ in UGC 7-point scale (or an equivalent Grade in a point scale wherever Grading
system is followed).
3

Canadian Studies – CANH (826)

4

Latin American Studies – LAMH
(828)

Centre for Canadian, US
and Latin American
Studies (CCUS&LAS)

United States Studies – USSH
(827)

5

Only those candidates shall be considered for admission
to the Ph.D. Programme who have –
(a) Obtained 2 years M.Phil Degree with at least 55%
marks of a recognized University/Institution (with
dissertation/seminar/viva) or one year M.Phil with
55% marks with additional one year research
experience of a recognized University/Institution and
one publication and 55% marks or equivalent in
Master’s Degree/BE/B.Tech.
OR

6

Centre for European
Studies (CES)

European Studies – EUPH (829)

7

Centre for International
Legal Studies (CILS)

Int. Legal Studies – ILGH (830)

8

Centre for International
Trade & Development
(CITD)

Int. Trade & Development – ITDH
(831)

Centre for East Asian
Studies (CEAS)

Chinese Studies – CHIH (832)

9

10

(b) Master’s Degree/BE/B.Tech with 55% marks or
equivalent Grade ‘B’ in UGC 7-point scale (or an
equivalent Grade in a point scale wherever Grading
system is followed).
Relaxation to SC/ST/OBC (Non creamy layer)/Differently
abled as per the UGC Regulations 2016.

The candidates should have –
(i)

Obtained 2 years M.Phil Degree with at least 55% marks of a recognized University/Institution in Economics/International Trade and
Development (with dissertation/seminar/viva) or one year M.Phil degree with 55% marks in Economics/International Trade and
Development with additional one year research experience of a recognized University/Institution and one publication and 55% marks or
equivalent in Master’s Degree in Economics.
OR
(ii) Master’s Degree in Economics with 55% marks or equivalent Grade ‘B’ in UGC 7-point scale (or an equivalent Grade in a point scale
wherever Grading system is followed).

Japanese – JPIH (833)

11

Korean – KOIH (834)

12

International Politics – INPH
(835)

13

International Organisation –
ORGH (837)

14

Centre for International
Politics, Organisation and
Disarmament (CIPOD)

Diplomacy and Disarmament –
DADH (838)

Political Geography – POGH
(836)

15

16

Centre for Russian and
Central Asian Studies
(CR&CAS)

Russian & Central Asian Studies
– RCAH (839)

17

Centre for South Asian
Studies (CSAS)

South Asian Studies – SASH
(840)

18

Centre for Indo-Pacific
Studies (CIPS)

Indo-Pacific Studies – IPSH (841)

19

Centre for Inner Asian
Studies (CIAS)

Inner Asian Studies – IASH (842)

20

Centre for African Studies
(CAS)

African Studies – AFSH (843)

21

Centre for West Asian
Studies (CWAS)

West Asian Studies – WASH
(844)

22

Centre for Comparative
Politics and Political
Theory (CCPPT)

Comparative Politics and Political
Theory – CPTH (845)

(a) Obtained M.Phil degree with at least 55% marks of a recognized University/Institution and 55% marks or equivalent in Master’s Degree.
OR
(b) Master’s Degree with 55% marks or equivalent Grade ‘B’ in UGC 7-point scale (or an equivalent Grade in a point scale wherever Grading
system is followed).

